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Recruit Develop Inspire

Mission-aligned agents of change

Highly diverse 

In communities that need us most

Operational policing in 2030

Evidence based preventative 
problem solving

A modern culture of frontline 
leadership

A movement for change in 
communities and policing

Ambassadors for policing across 
society

Core Mission 
Activities

Levers of 
Change

Key PNHQ 
Enablers

High quality 
relationships 
with forces

High 
performing 
teams and 
individuals

Achieving 
value for 
money

Sustained long-term reductions in crime and anti-social behaviour

Sustained long-term Increases in the public’s confidence in policing
Impact

A safe environment where everyone, including the most vulnerable and deprived, has a chance to thriveVision

Police Now’s mission is to transform communities by recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in policing
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Core 
Programmes

National 
Graduate 

Leadership 
Programme

National 
Detective 

Programme

Our Theory of Change links our Mission and Vision to what we actually do; it ensures 
there is a relentless focus on aligning our day to day activities with our Mission



Mission-aligned agents of change Highly diverse In communities that need us mostLevers of 
Change

Core Programmes

National Graduate 
Leadership
Programme

National Detective 
Programme

Police Now’s mission is to transform communities by recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in policing

Linking our activities to Police Now’s Mission & Vision - Recruit 

Personal commitment to the 
mission

Advocates for change in policing 
and communities

Potential to be the leaders of the 
mission

Under-represented groups in 
policing (BAME, Female)

Those who wouldn’t otherwise 
apply for a policing career

Social mobility

Serving the most deprived 
communitiesOur Focus
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% participants aligned to mission

% participants that would recommend 
PN to others

Participant emotional intelligence vs 
comparison group

% of participants - BAME, Female, 
BAME Female

% of participants that wouldn’t have 
otherwise applied to policing 

% of participants - Free School Meals

Number of participants

% of the most deprived quartile of 
communities served by PN 

participants
Key Measures

• As well as headline measures, differences according to socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. gender and ethnicity) are also measured



Operational policing in 2030
Evidence based preventative 

problem solving
A modern culture of frontline 

leadership
Levers of 
Change

Core Programmes

National Graduate 
Leadership 

Development 
Programme

National Detective 
Development 
Programme

Police Now’s mission is to transform communities by recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in policing

Linking our activities to Police Now’s Mission & Vision - Develop 

Policing & crime-fighting tradecraft

The skills to identify and tackle 
future threats (e.g. Cyber & 

digitally-enabled crime)

Long-term preventative problem 
solving as the default

Understanding, using, & 
contributing to the policing & 
crime-fighting evidence base

Leaders as coaches - developing 
grit & momentum in themselves & 

others

Obligation to influence, 
constructively dissent, & take 

personal responsibility for solving 
problems

Focus on impact in communities

Our Focus
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% IPS/FOC/PIP2 on time 

% participants (self & line manager) 
have required knowledge, skills & 

confidence

Impact assessment outcomes on 
preventative problem solving

Impact assessment outcomes on 
evidence-based policing

Ability to get things done & bring out the 
best in others (self & line manager)

Ability to challenge status quo, influence & 
take personal responsibility (self & line 

manager)

Procedural justice alignment

Key Measures

• As well as headline measures, differences according to socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. gender and ethnicity) are also measured



A movement for change in 
communities and policing

Ambassadors for policing across 
society

Participants as leaders of the 
mission in policing 

Allies connected to the mission in 
policing 

Active supporters of Police Now 
outside of policing

Levers of 
Change

Our Focus

Police Now’s mission is to transform communities by recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in policing

Linking our activities to Police Now’s Mission & Vision - Inspire
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Participants substantively promoted to 
Sergeant, Supt, COG; Proportion of 
Syndicate Leads that are previous 

participants

Participant retention in policing; Active 
engagement in Connection for Life 

activities

Proportion of alumni remaining in 
policing, community development or 

home affairs careersKey Measures

Core Programmes

National Graduate 
Leadership 
Programme

National Detective 
Programme

• As well as headline measures, differences according to socio-demographic characteristics (e.g. gender and ethnicity) are also measured
• Alumni are participants who complete a PN Academy, Syndicate Leads, Stream Managers and PNHQ staff



Police Now’s Vision is for a safe environment where everyone, including the most vulnerable and deprived, has a chance to thrive

By 2030 Police Now will have been recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in 
policing for 15 years - this is what we will have achieved
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Leaders in public 
service innovation

PN is recognised as a 
movement for change and 
as a key engine of research 
and innovation in policing, 
deprived communities, and 

wider public service

Leaders in diversity

Female and BAME people 
are over-represented in all 

elements of PN 
programmes

PN is making a significant 
contribution to increasing 

Female and BAME diversity 
in wider policing

Impact in our most deprived communities

A positive measurable impact on crime, anti-social 
behaviour, and the public’s confidence in policing

Leaders in policing

PN alumni and 
ambassadors are 

becoming Chief Officers 
and Superintendents

PN is making a meaningful 
contribution to the 

leadership culture on the 
policing frontline

Police Now’s Mission is to transform communities by recruiting, developing, and inspiring leaders in policing


